
Freegrounds Junior School - Topic Plan    Year Group: 4   Topic Title:  Round and Round, Up and Down  Term: Autumn 1 

SCIENCE - Forces  

 Compare how things move on different surfaces. 

 Notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but magnetic forces 
can act at a distance. 

 Observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and 
not others. 

 Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of 
whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials. 

 Describe magnets as having two poles. 

 Predict whether two magnets will attract or repel each other, depending on which 
poles are facing.  

 

As scientist we will be studying the forces of friction, magnets and gravity.  We will 
investigate how forces make things move and stop and how forces are used in 

everyday life in context of our local playgrounds.  

DT 

 Understand and use mechanical systems in their products [for example, 

gears, pulleys, cams, levers and linkages. 

 

In Design technology we will be leaning about different levers and linkages and 

how these mechanisms make things move. We will look at current playground 

equipment and use our findings to design our own pieces of playground 

equipment. Finally we will evaluate our designs. 

Music—Painting with sounds 

 Compose and perform music linked to different ideas, moods and feelings 

 Recognise and describe how musical elements can be combined to give differ-
ent effects 

 Identify, notate and play simple 8 beat rhythms 

 Identify and find simple melodic patterns using tuned percussion 

As musicians we will investigate how sounds/music can be used to create    
different moods and feelings. We will work to create our own compositions 

linked to words and pictures using a range of  instruments. We will use 
knowledge of chord structures to compose melodies and play rhythms from 

standard musical notation. 

Religious Education   

Topic: Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur 

 To be able to describe what forgiveness means. 

 To describe why and how Jews seek forgiveness. 

 To describe the value to Jews of seeking 
forgiveness. 

 To be able to describe their own response to the 
concept of forgiveness. 

 Describe how forgiveness applies to their own 
lives. 

 

PE and Multi-Skills  

 

Gym - Shape and Balance 

Develop flexibility, strength, technic, control and 
balance. Compare performances with previous 

ones and demonstrate improvements. 

Multi-Skills  

Improve skills of handling, hitting and kicking using 
a variety of equipment and progress from 

developing individual skills and partner activities to 
games. 

 

 

French 

Greetings and responding to greetings 
 

Recognise and understand some familiar words 
and phrases in written form. 

 

Communicate with others using simple words and 
phrases. 

 

Listen to familiar spoken words and phrases. 

HOOK:   

Visit to play park to see what 

equipment has been built—How is it 

made? How do they work? 

FABULOUS FINISH: 

Design  a playground to share in local 

library or with  a local councillor.  

TRIPS/SPECIAL EVENTS:  

Visit a local play park. 

PSHE  

Me and my relationships 

 

Includes feelings, emotions, conflict 
resolution and friendships. 

 

Circle Time  

We will be learning how to 

communicate effectively within circle 

time and using this to support us with 

world-based issues such as COVID-19.  

ENGLISH  

 Write a character description of the bear / Write a letter from the bear, thanking 
the girl. 

 Write two setting descriptions / Write a first person narrative. 

 Write a diary extract in the style of The Spider Diaries. 

Texts 
The bear and the Piano 

The Tin Forest 
The Spider Diaries 


